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Editorial

Whether you are a sports 
fanatic, an adventurer, a 
gourmet, or just inquisitive,  
this magazine is for you.

Over the summer, how to choose between a 
vacation in the mountains or near water?  
In the canton of Vaud this choice is no longer 
necessary because you can do both! With a vast 
choice of activities, a legendary sense of welcome 
and among the world’s most beautiful landscapes, 
the region is paradise for holidaymakers. 

Take a dip in Lake Geneva, then cross the 
Diablerets Glacier’s Peak Walk, all in the same 
day; cross magnificent mountain passes at 1700m 
by using only the strength in your legs, go back in 
time to the cradle of watchmaking in the Vallée de 
Joux, become a botanist in the canton’s splendid 
gardens, and participate in Alpine cheese produc-
tion. Anything is possible in the canton of Vaud!

In 2018, several celebrations will take place, 
including magnificent performances at the 
Château de Prangins, vintage trains that 
show off in Blonay-Chamby, and the spec-
tacular festival dedicated to wheat and bread in 
Echallens, which takes place every ten years.

 
Andreas Banholzer  
Director of the Vaud Tourist Office
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EXPERIENCE VAUD ONLINE

The best of the canton  
of Vaud is only a few 
clicks away!
All the attractions and news of the 
region are only a few clicks away on 
the tourism portal: 

www.lake-geneva-region.ch

Mobile App Vaud:Guide
Find the activity that corresponds to 
your area of interest without wor-
rying about the weather or open-
ing times: the app will provide you 
with all the information! Available 
on iPhone, iPad and Android.

appmobile.lake-geneva-region.ch

Online booking
Book your accommodation 
quickly and in total security.

booking.lake-geneva-region.ch

Brochures
All our brochures are available on
brochures.lake-geneva-region.ch

Share
your pictures, travel experiences 
and tips with other people 
who love the region!
#myvaud

Enjoy and share 
encounters, recipes, discoveries on

youtube.com/regionduleman

youtube.com/regionduleman
—
facebook.region-du-leman.ch
—
twitter.region-du-leman.ch
—
instagram.com/myvaud
—

#myvaud
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Video
Discover the Vaudois 
art of living!



Celebrating at the Château de Prangins

To celebrate its 20 years and one million visitors, the Swiss 
National Museum is inviting you to a party! The theme is 
printed or “Indian” cotton, as it is sometimes called, which 
was much liked in the 17th and 18th centuries. This magnifi-
cent abode is putting on events throughout the summer, 
including exhibitions, tinctorial plants in the garden, and 
fashion shows to feature contemporary designers’ work. The 
celebration’s climax takes place on 29 and 30 September 
with a glowing Muma sculpture and 60,000 candles.

www.nationalmuseum.ch/prangins

EXPERIENCE WHAT’S NEW

  The Château de Prangins’ vegetable garden show-
cases, in an interactive and fun way, agronomy and flora 
from the 18th century up until modern times (see P.11).

Exceptional steam trains are part  
of the party 
Blonay-Chamby’s working railway museum celebrates  
50 years of one of Europe’s most beautiful collection of narrow 
gauge historic vehicles. During the Mega Steam Festival 
in May, ten steam locomotives parade between Blonay, 
Chamby and the museum. The track museum is open every 
weekend with a new highlight in August and September 
when the legendary Bernina line descends on the Riviera.

 www.blonay-chamby.ch

Segway tours

As a leader in emission-free transport, Mobileo organises 
invigorating guided tours for individuals on Segways. Tours 
take place in Lausanne, the Lavaux vineyards, which are 
recognised as a UNESCO World Heritage site, the lakeside 
university campuses and, as a new feature, the charming 
wine-producing villages between Rolle and Luins.

www.mobileo.ch

  American author and Nobel literature prize winner Ernest Hemingway stayed near 
Chamby’s railway line in 1922, where he based a part of his famous novel A Farewell to Arms.

EXPERIENCE WHAT 'S NEWSUMMER 2018 3
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Instagram is a great source of inspiration to discover our region, with its walks, shopping 
locations, handicrafts, and great places to eat. We have selected a few colourful 

accounts and hashtags to help you enjoy the most beautiful of summers.   

INSTAMOMENTS 
#myvaud

1  @la_garenne
Discover the delights of the animal 
park La Garenne, where its little 
creatures will happily pose for you.

2  @Mylausanne
Cultural visits, idling your time away 
on a beach, chatting while relaxing 
on pretty terraces – there is so much 
to do in Lausanne that it is sometimes 
hard to choose. Ideas put forward by 
the mylausanne.ch blog will help fill 
your days with great discoveries.  

5  #Alpesvaudoises
If you want to get your fill of fresh 
air and authenticity, why not spend 
your summer vacation in the Vaud 
Alps? Walking in these mountains is 
also a great way to acquire a nice tan 
while working your leg muscles.  
 

6  @cgn_boats
La Suisse, Montreux, Italie – these boats 
need no introduction. The Belle Époque 
paddle wheel giants are a common site 
as they proudly navigate Lake Geneva.  

7  @cocooning_biocosmetics
This is a not-to-be-missed chance 
to explore beauty products that are 
100% natural. The soaps and other 

3  @cullycully1096
The cullycully brand uses playful, 
graphic art to design bags and other 
objects that all have a Swiss theme. 
Its artists also designed our map 
“One region, 1000 adventures,” 
which you can find on p.32 

4  @arboretum_aubonne
Get your nature fix and recharge 
your batteries by discovering over 
3000 species of trees in this unique 
park. The arboretum celebrates 
its 50th anniversary, with some 
surprises in store for visitors.

beauty products are available in 
two boutiques, one in Lausanne and 
another in Bavois, as well as online. 

8  @yverdonlesbainsregion
Resembling parts of the Mediterranean, 
this region is both charming and 
relaxing. You can enjoy fine sandy 
beaches, swim, walk in its refreshing 
gorges and taste its succulent wines. 

9  @brasseriedemontbenon
This is one of Lausanne’s most 
beautiful terraces, and claims to offer 
the best views of Lake Geneva. It 
also serves exquisite dishes whose 
ingredients are 100% local.



PAYS DE VAUD,  
A CYCLING PARADISE
CYCLISTS HAVE FOUND THEIR OWN SLICE OF HEAVEN! 

Pays de Vaud offers high mountain passes for hill fanatics, 
lakeside bike rides for those who love the water, rural 
excursions for the family, with as a backdrop the ever-
present landscapes with their jaw-dropping beauty.

SUMMER 2018 5 EXPERIENCE CYCLING



Day 1
”This is the ‘Heidi’ part of the tour, a warm-up and 
first discovery of the idyllic scenery.” 

Departure      LES DIABLERETS

  27km Two magnificent mountain 
passes: Les Voëttes and 
La Forclaz at 1527m.

  + 750m

Arrival     LES DIABLERETS

Day 2
”This is the longest leg of the tour, a day to discover 
the hills that make up the glory of the Vaud Alps.”

Departure      LES DIABLERETS

  93km Two fabulous hills up to the Col du Pillon at 
1546m, then the Col des Mosses at 1445m, a 
return down to Aigle and the final hill up to 
Villars village, the final destination, at 1300m.  + 1850m

Arrival     VILLARS
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A total of 210km with daily hill climbs  
of between 600m to 1850m

LES VOËTTES
LA FORCLAZ 

COL DE LA CROIX

VILLARS

COL DU 
PILLON

500 m

1000 m

1500 m

COL DES MOSSES

LES DIABLERETS
LES DIABLERETS

VILLARS

CENTRE MONDIAL 
DU CYCLISME

LES DIABLERETS

STEP 2STEP 1 STEP 3 STEP 4
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Video
Accompanying racing bike guide 
Alain Rumpf on his favourite 
tour of the Vaud Alps



4 DAYS AND 3 NIGHTS 
THAT ARE THE BEST

The Vaud Alps tour is all 
of Switzerland’s beauty 

in one go

Day 3
”The discovery of the region’s many strong points 
and my favourite uphill from Plans-sur-Bex.” 

Departure      VILLARS

  72km A 10km downhill to the Rhône valley, followed 
by a visit of the UCI in Aigle and its impressive 
velodrome. Finally a hill up towards Villars on  
one of the canton’s most beautiful roads.  + 970m

Arrival     VILLARS

Day 4
”The icing on the cake before  
the return journey home.” 

Departure      VILLARS

  19km
A beautiful finish, passing magnificent 
landscapes to then climb to the Col 
de la Croix mountain pass at 1778m, 
before going back down to Les 
Diablerets where the tour finishes.    + 580m

Arrival     LES DIABLERETS

Booking dates
5 - 8 July / 16 - 19 August /  
20 - 23 September 2018, or bespoke dates.
Booking: grandtoursproject.com 

Organised by Alain Rumpf, Chief Cycling Officer of the Grand Tours Project

LES VOËTTES
LA FORCLAZ 

COL DE LA CROIX

VILLARS

COL DU 
PILLON

500 m

1000 m
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VILLARS

CENTRE MONDIAL 
DU CYCLISME
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Interview with a man who is 
passionate about cycling
Alain Rumpf is an elite cyclist and a veteran 
of the Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI), 
the sport’s world governing body. He is also 
a blogger, a photographer, and organises 
cycling holidays. These trips are as much 
for beginners as for the enthusiasts, and 
include a tour of the Vaud Alps.  

Where does your story begin?
Here! I am a local. I was brought up on the Riviera, then 
studied in Lausanne before working 20 years for the UCI. 
I live on the Villars-Gryon plateau – a wonderful place.

When did you start cycling?
I was terrible at sport until the day I discovered cycling, 
aged twelve. It was the beginning of a life that would 
take me to high level competitions and to the UCI, 
before taking on transcontinental challenges.  

Do you believe cycling is a way of life?
Yes, I am a tireless ambassador of cycling. It 
is a sport practised at all levels by those who 
either want to be challenged or simply want to 
take their time and appreciate the scenery. 

 I see you even produce a blog on cycling?
Yes! I love sharing, and cycling is wonderful for that. For 
the last ten years I have also taken photographs, which 
allows me to illustrate my experiences on the blog.

Has cycling taken you all over the world?
I have indeed travelled a lot. Travel provides dis-
covery, achievement, and helps you to grow. Yet 
every time I come home, I am struck by the unique 
beauty and the variety of this region, the moun-
tain and the city, the summer and the winter…

 “ … scenery whose beauty is unrivalled, 
accommodation in charming villages, 
and meals in restaurants that use 
locally produced ingredients.” 

Tell me about your tour in the Vaud Alps
This tour has everything you could want: good road condi-
tions, scenery whose beauty is unrivalled, accommoda-
tion in charming villages, and meals in restaurants that 
use locally produced ingredients. For those looking for an 
invigorating break, the four-day programme is perfect.

What you should take with you:

Sunglasses A cycle helmet
A bottle of water Cereal bars A charged 

Smartphone

POWER!

POWER!

VIVRE MAGAZINE8EXPERIENCE CYCLING



World first  
This sharing network for electric 
cargo bikes (tricycles enabling you to 
carry bigger loads) is now available 
in Swiss towns, including Lausanne 
and Vevey. Download the app, pay 
virtually nothing, collect the vehicles 
in well located shopping locations, and 
off you go! The service will give you 
the opportunity to go on a ride with 
the children or to deliver something, 
while using pollution-free transport. 
www.carvelo2go.ch

A selection among many itineraries on roads with little traffic, 
sublime views of the peaks that make up the Jura and Alps, along 

flower-filled pastures, peaceful forests and glistening lakes...

4 ITINERARY IDEAS 
for more gentle bike rides

You can find all the bicycle and 
mountain bike itineraries in the canton 
of Vaud with Switzerland Mobility

SuisseMobile – the free app  
to help choose and plan a bicycle or 
mountain bike trip, including rental 
locations and accommodation options.

SuisseMobile Plus – the paying app  
to tailor the excursions and look 
them up even in an area where there 
is no cell phone reception.

Taveyanne-Solalex Bike
La Barboleuse

  15km The Argentine massif, the Muveran chain, the 
Alpine meadow of Frience and the hamlet of 
Taveyanne constitute the highlights of this journey.

  + 600m

More information: www.otvaud.ch/vtt-582

Tour of Lake Morat
Avenches

  32km Leading from Avenches to Morat, this route 
crosses two major Roman sites and the bucolic 
villages of a beautiful wine region called Vully.

  + 360m

More information: www.otvaud.ch/velo-470

Bois et Combes de St-Cergue Bike
St-Cergue

  16km The peat bogs and firs of the Jura Vaudois 
Nature Park and the traditional farmhouses 
provide a bucolic touch to this loop.

  + 380m

More information: www.otvaud.ch/vtt-994

Route du Rhône
Montreux – Morges

  42km Pedal along the river Rhône until the mountains fade 
discreetly away into the distance and give way to 
the panoramic vineyards and shores of Lake Geneva.

  + 400m

More information: www.otvaud.ch/velo-1

SUMMER 2018 9 EXPERIENCE CYCLING



EXPERIENCE THE FLOWER SEASONS

  The Château de Vullierens is also the setting of a 
superb collection of contemporary sculptures by world 
renowned artists, including Etienne Krähenbühl. His 
splendid Big Bang, a sculpture made up of wind charms 
that create music in the wind, is in itself worth the journey.  

The coming of spring
Tulip Festival in Morges

Starting in April and lasting six weeks, 300 varieties of 
tulip cover the Parc de l’Indépendance in Morges with 
a riot of colour. The 150,000 bulbs are then put on sale 
and planted in private gardens the following year.
www.fetedelatulipe.ch

May snow
The well-known carpet of narcissus flowers 
on the hills above Montreux and Vevey

From the beginning of May until the end of June, wild narcis-
sus flowers transform meadows into a magnificent white 
carpet know as “May snow”. Signposted trails from Les 
Avants, les Pléiades, Glion, Caux and the Mont-Pèlerin let you 
to admire this delicate and endangered flower, while there’s 
still time.
www.narcisses.com

On the wings of summer
Iris Floralies at the Château de Vullierens

Like a cloud of exotic butterflies set in a field, the iris show 
at the Jardin de Vullierens contains a beauty like no other. 
From May until mid-June, the iris reveals itself in a mosaic 
of over 400 varieties, whose petals are painted with the 
colours of the rainbow as well as black and purple. 

www.jardindesiris.ch

At the gates of autumn
Dahlias walkway in Morges

Planted from mid-April along the Quai Igor Stravinsky 
walkway, the dahlias are an explosion of beauty from July all 
the way until October. Along with the tulips in spring, these 
flowers have become a must-see attraction in Morges.
www.morges-tourisme.ch

All seasons
Ancient vegetable garden at  
the Château de Prangins

As an open air conservation area and laid out like a French 
garden, this vegetable patch has brought back to life 
fruit and vegetables, grown and consumed in the region 
since the 18th century, that have since disappeared. The 
Interpretation Centre (see P.3) explains the challenges 
of biodiversity in an original and humourous way.   
www.nationalmuseum.ch/prangins

VIVRE MAGAZINE10



EXPERIENCE THE FLOWER SEASONS

Whether in lakeside towns or 
mountain villages, public 
gardens are celebrating the 
seasons with a myriad of 
flowers and plants that would 
make even Flora, goddess of 
flowers, jealous. With a change 
in altitude of almost 3000m 
and a variety of microclimates, 
the entire Vaud landscape is 
enchanted by its flora. 

  The botanical gardens aim to raise awareness 
about both the richness and fragile nature of 
flora. Many activities are organised for children.

Three botanical gardens follow the rhythms of the seasons: 
The most surprising
Lausanne botanical garden
Sheltered from the hustle and bustle of the city on a little hill right in the centre 
of Lausanne, is this botanical museum. It serves to protect almost 6,000 alpine 
plants, including medicinal, carnivorous and tropical varieties, and a herbarium with 
more than a million samples. Naturally it provides a beautiful place for a walk.
www.botanique.vd.ch

The most exotic
La Thomasia, botanical garden in the mountains 
In the vast Pont-de-Nant pasture that backs on to the enormous mountain face of 
the Grand Muveran, La Thomasia contains mountain plants from all over the world. 
These include species from the Himalayas, the Rockies, the Caucasus, the Andes, 
from Japan, from the New Zealand mountains, the Moroccan Atlas mountains, 
as well as from arctic regions. The flowers in the Alps are in good company...
www.botanique.vd.ch

The most spectacular
La Rambertia, alpine botanical garden
Between two rugged spurs of the Rochers-de-Naye and with spectacular views 
of the whole of Lake Geneva, La Rambertia grows mountain plants at more than 
2000m. On a very steep slope, 1000 alpine species grow facing the sun. These 
include the edelweiss, Switzerland’s national flower. The garden is open from June 
until mid-October.
www.montreuxriviera.com
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As a cradle of luxury watchmaking and jewellery 
from the Vaud Jura, the Vallée de Joux is the perfect 
destination for a weekend of summer sports and 

fascinating culture set in pristine nature. 

CELEBRATE THE 
ESSENCE OF TIME IN 
THE VALLÉE DE JOUX

EXPERIENCE TIME 

Friday
 4 pm

On the wings of time

L’Espace Horloger
Admire the magnificent collectors’ 
items from the 16th to 19th centuries 
and the fabulous clockwork insects 
of the 2018 expo, before enter-
ing the world of watchmakers in a 
fun and state-of-the-art space. 
www.espacehorloger.ch

  Watchmaking in the Vallée de 
Joux was born 200 years ago from the 
precision work the farmers undertook 
during the region’s harsh winters.

 7 pm
Wind back time

Alpine refreshment bars in the pastures
Make the most of the summer’s long 
evenings to choose from a dozen alpine 
chalets offering delicious traditional 
meals, often cooked over a wood 
fire and sometimes until midnight. 
www.myvalleedejoux.ch

Saturday
 9.30 am

Colour of the times

Let’s go cycling
Rent bicycles, e-bikes or mountain 
bikes to go round the lake. Seek out 
the freshness of the Risoud forest, 
get an eyeful of the Jura’s peaks or 
cross the canton, and enjoy the Vallée 
de Joux with the whole family.
www.centresportif.ch

 12 am
Suspended in time

Have a unique picnic in an idyllic 
natural setting, with the region’s 
specialities: alpine AOP Gruyère, 
a “taillé aux greubons” (a salted 
bakery speciality), boutefas pâté 
(smoked pork pâté), or a new blue 
cheese called Bleu des Combiers. 
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Video 
#MoveIn 

Vallée de Joux –
Back to Nature
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EXPERIENCE TIME 

 3 pm
Having a good time

Water fun in Lakes Joux and Brenet
Peaceful lakeside beaches from which 
to go swimming, wild shores to reach 
using a paddle board, canoe or row-
boat, waterskiing, wakeboarding and 
windsurfing – these are some of the 
irresistible activities available in waters 
whose temperature reaches 24°C.
www.myvalleedejoux.ch

Sunday
 9 am

Time loop

Bathing in nature
This is a chance to see all of the Jura’s 
beauty during just one excursion that 
combines forests and pastures up to 
the Dent de Vaulion at 1483m, with a 
superb view of the Lac de Joux and a 
gentle return walk towards Le Pont.
www.switzerlandmobility.ch

 12.30 am
Taking time out

Le Pont looks like a long ribbon of land 
sitting between Lakes Joux and Brenet, 
whose water emanates from rocks rather 
than a river. Le Pont enjoys a nice array 
of restaurants for those in the mood for 
a snack or those with bigger appetites.

 2.30 pm
Best times

Head towards Vallorbe for a grand finale
To finish the weekend on a high, 
visit Vallorbe’s grottos, which roar 
with the sound of water and where 
is hidden the fairies’ treasure. Or dis-
cover Mont d’Orzeires’s Juraparc 
where wild animals live happily in a 
minimally-restricted environment. 
www.grottesdevallorbe.ch 

www.juraparc.ch

 8 pm
Time immemorial

A head in the stars at the 
AstroVal observatory
On the site of la Capitaine, spend your 
Saturday appreciating the beauty of the 
sky with the Lunt Solar System by day 
and an extremely powerful astrograph 
by night to photograph the heavens. 
www.astroval.ch

  SlowUp Vallée de Joux on 1 July 
2018 is a rollerblade and cycling get-
together where a crowd of all ages fills 
streets cleared of vehicles, to skate or 
cycle together and enjoy numerous 
activities and tastings along the way. 

  Alpine AOP Gruyère from 
Les Amburnex in the Brassus was 
voted best Swiss cheese in 2016.

Vacherin Mont-d’Or Festival 

22 September 2018
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EXPERIENCE THE WONDERFUL 
WORLD OF WHEAT AND BREAD

The Echallens region is the canton’s wheat granary and a 
special part of Switzerland. The rolling hills bordered by 
small forests are reminiscent of one of Van Gogh’s 

magnificent paintings with, in the distance, the outline of the 
Alps and Jura mountains. Proud of their region and its 
farming traditions, the “Gros-de-Vaud” inhabitants know 
how to party, and have a wonderful way of making guests 
feel welcome. All of them come together to organise the “Fête 
du Blé et du Pain” – the Wheat and Bread Festival – which 

takes place from 15 to 26 August 2018.  

VIVRE MAGAZINE14EXPERIENCE A RURAL ADVENTURE



EXPERIENCE A RURAL ADVENTURE
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Video  
A Vaudois meeting with Marc-
Etienne Piot, President of the Swiss 
Museum of Wheat and Bread.  

Former mayor Marc-Etienne Piot is 
President of the Swiss Museum of 
Wheat and Bread (La Maison du Blé 
et du Pain), a hidden gem located 
in a traditional rural building built in 
1790. He tells us about the land that 
has made him who he is and about 
the party spirit in the Gros-de-Vaud.

“Whether by bike or on foot, 
to cross the Gros-de-Vaud is 
to travel alongside wild 
landscapes and pass through 
farming villages with 
generous architecture .”

  The Wheat Path unites simple pleasures 
and authenticity on a marked trail of some 
100km. Whether on foot or by bike, spend 
several days passing through 38 picturesque 
villages and discover nine themed sites that 
reflect the region’s natural beauty, its agri-
cultural environment, and man’s labour.  
www.chemin-des-bles.ch 

38 villages100km walking / 
cycling

SUMMER 2018 15



Children can get involved too 

and follow the fun Ti’Grain 

trail (booking required).

The Wheat and Bread 
Festival, 15 to 26 August 
2018

Every ten years, the region of 
Échallens gets into the party 
spirit to celebrate the noble and 
age-old traditions at the heart 
of its activities linked to wheat 
cultivation. 

It features processions, enter-
tainment, wine cellars with, as a 
climax, a fabulous show in which 
250 choir singers and 1000 parti-
cipants get up on stage. Solstice, 
a fantastic medieval tale, tells the 
story of three heroes who go to 
find earth, air, water and fire to 
save their village from famine. 
This is an epic show that is not to 
be missed!

www.echallens2018.ch

EXPERIENCE A RURAL ADVENTURE

 Every Thursday in July, the 
folkloric market in the centre of 
Echallens features over 100 stalls.

“The history of the 
grain is intrinsically 
linked to the history  
of humanity.“

“The Wheat and Bread Festival began in 1978 
to highlight the region’s prime activity. Since 
then, it takes place every ten years“

VIVRE MAGAZINE16



EXPERIENCE A RURAL ADVENTURE

 Swiss Museum of Wheat and Bread 

Housed in a magnificent ancient building in the heart 
of Echallens village, the museum tells us the story of 
the origins and cultivation of cereal crops from all over 
the world. Discover the tools used to plant and harvest, 
or admire the traditional attire of the region’s farm 
workers. The visit ends in the gourmet bakery with its 
selection of irresistible breads and cakes.

Recipe 
Bread using flour from Echallens’ 
traditional mill

Ingredients: 
 – 500gr of flour (choose flours including: 

Gros-de-Vaud, white, semi-white, farm-
house style, multigrain, light, spelt etc.)

 – 3.3dl of water
 – 12gr of yeast
 – 8gr of salt

 – 5gr of malt (optional)

Tip the ingredients into a bowl (be careful to avoid 
placing the salt on the yeast) and knead into an 
even dough for 15-20 minutes (8-10 minutes, if 
using a mixer). Cover and let it rest away from the 
light for one hour. Shape the bread then let it raise 
a second time while covered for 45 minutes. Place 
in 180°C oven for approximately 40 minutes.  

SUMMER 2018 17



… going on a Grand Tour of Switzerland 
roadtrip
I tailor my roadtrip from among the 20 itineraries suggested by the 
Grand Tour of Switzerland in the canton of Vaud. According to the 
time I have and my interests, I prioritise nature, sport, culture or 
restaurants, with the guarantee of seeing scenery so beautiful that it 
could be on a postcard.

www.myvaudtrip.ch

This summer  
I am...

When the birds are singing, 
the gardens are in bloom, the 
terraces are lively and the air 
is mild, it is time to dream 
about all of the summer’s 
little delights. 

EXPERIENCE THE JOYS OF SUMMER

Vaud

Valais

FRANCE

FRANCE

Geneva

Fribourg
Lausanne
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… paddling on Lake Neuchâtel from the 
Yverdon-les-Bains beach
I summon up the courage, grab the paddle and off I go. The 
Y-Plage sailing club provides me with beginner, improvement, 
Paddlefit™, or Paddle XXL lessons in an ideal environment. 
Happily it is devoid of the waves you might find in Hawaii 
where, despite the large swell there, the Stand Up Paddle was
born.
www.y-plage.ch

www.nationalmuseum.ch/f/prangins

… running on the trails between  
Villars – Gryon – Les Diablerets
I set myself the challenge of taking part in a race of between 
4 and 16km, which climbs the region’s magnificent mountain 
slopes, follows the peaks, crosses the hills or visits the 
famous gypsum pyramids. There are six trails, six choices, 
six emotions and the races take up to six hours to finish. 

www.trail.villars-diablerets.ch

… being adventurous on  
the Peak Walk by Tissot

I set off in search of cool air in the heart of summer and climb 
on the Glacier 3000, which towers over the village of Les 
Diablerets. While on the Peak Walk by Tissot, the world’s only 
footbridge that connects two peaks, I make the most of the 
sublime view of the Jungfrau, Matterhorn, Eiger and Mont Blanc.

www.glacier3000.ch 

... walking in the footsteps of the Tramp

I visit the Manoir de Ban where Charlie Chaplin lived,  
I stroll among the trees that he planted in his magnificent 
park, I enter the cinema studios that are exact replicas 
of those that saw him create so many masterpieces, 
I rub shoulders with the stars he once knew. All this 
is part of the fabulous adventure to be had while 
following in the Tramp’s footsteps at Chaplin’s World.

www.chaplinsworld.com 
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EXPERIENCE CHILDHOOD

Voyage to the land of boat cruises
CGN’s family pass

Sail as a family for an entire day on Lake Geneva for 
the unbeatable price of CHF 70.– (max. two adults and 
three children). Use the fleet of paddle wheel Belle 
Époque boats, which are classed as a national historic 
monument, or climb aboard more modern vessels. Then 
glide along the magnificent shorelines, not forgetting 
to plan some stops to visit the charming winegrowing 
villages that date back to the middle ages.

VOYAGE TO  
THE LAND OF  
THE FAMILY 
With an abundance 

of activities both fun and 
educational, the canton of 
Vaud is the promised land  

for families

Voyage to the land of ecosystems from five continents
Aquatis Aquarium-Vivarium

Visitors of this flagship centre in Lausanne will embark on 
an amazing journey and discover flora and fauna from five 
con ti nents in what is Europe’s largest fresh water aquarium-
vivarium. In an area of 3500m2 with fun and interactive 
displays, admire more than 10,000 fish in 46 aquariums, as  
well as 100 reptiles and amphibians in impressive vivariums. 
Several workshops and activities are on offer for children and 
their families. 
www.aquatis.ch 

Voyage to the land of the goats
Walking with goats

Brénin, Schmussi, Babar and Calan are the names of the 
four happy goats that will accompany you during your 
picturesque walk in Romainmôtier. Under the guidance of 
Jeanne-Charlotte Bonnard, who is a geographer, take part 
in original and sociable walks based around the themes of 
the forest, of local tales and of cheese – all in the company 
of the herd. Learn and share while breathing in fresh air. 
This activity is ideal for families, but no pushchairs please!
www.apasdechevres.ch 

Special offer, only between 15 April to 16 June, 
and 3 September to 21 October 2018.
www.cgn.ch
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Experience the authenticity of 

ALPINE CHEESE-MAKING

EXPERIENCE LIFE IN THE ALPS
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Produced in meadows at altitudes 
of between 1000m and 2000m, 
L'Etivaz AOP alpine cheese is 
savoured for its moun  tain flower 
and smoked hazelnut flavours. 
Between May and October, some 
70 families apply an ancestral 
know-how to transform their 
cows’ milk by first heating it in 
large copper cauldrons over 
wood fires.

You can discover this experience 
first hand in the Pays-d’Enhaut, 
where the prairies are over-
flowing with flowers, when 
L’Etivaz producers welcome 
you for a night’s stay. Sleep on 
hay in your own sleeping bag, 
share meals with your hosts, 
then get stuck in to the cheese 
preparation work. This novel 
experience is great for both 
adults and children. 

From June until mid-September, 
learn about traditional cheese 
preparation methods and meet 
some nice people along the way.

EXPERIENCE LIFE IN THE ALPS

info@chateau-doex.ch
T. +41 26 924 25 25
www.chateau-doex.ch

Information and bookings



EXPERIENCE LIFE IN THE ALPS

  L’Etivaz was the first Swiss cheese to receive the “Appellation 
d’Origine Protégée” (AOP), a protection of the cheese’s 
origin and quality. It received this label in 2000 even before 
Gruyère, which is the better known of the two cheeses.

When the livestock comes down from the mountains at the end of 
the summer, the entire village of L’Etivaz celebrates. Cows adorned 
with flowers, along with goats and pigs descend in a procession to 

the sound of bells and Alp horns. The alpine herders and others from 
the village accompanying the animals wear their best traditional 

costumes. 

The show is full of joy and includes folkloric entertainment and a 
market with local produce. 

For more than 100 years and with legendary precision, Pays-
d’Enhaut artists have portrayed this “Désalpe” (the animal 

procession) and life in mountain pastures in delicate paper cuttings, 
which are sought after all over the world. 

La Maison de L’Etivaz, where alpine 
cheese is matured, is open to the pub-

lic. A slide show reveals a history of 
alpine life through the seasons.
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Experience a joyful  
and folkloric procession

L’ETIVAZ’S DÉSALPE
28 September 2018

Video 
A meeting with Anne 
Rosat - paper cutting artist 
in the Pays-d’Enhaut



AUTUMNAL 
PLEASURES
When the leaves change colour 
and the birds fly south, the 
canton of Vaud still has so much 
to offer, starting with the wines 
that come into being on the 
enchanting hillsides, and the 
wonderfully flavoured truffles 
from the Yverdon-les-Bains 
region.

EXPERIENCE THE DELIGHTS OF AUTUMN VIVRE MAGAZINE24



EXPERIENCE THE DELIGHTS OF AUTUMN

The undulating terraced 
vineyards, which are 
recognised as a UNESCO 
World Heritage site, 
provide the per fect place 
to discover the vine.

 Lavaux Experience
... a day well spent

This immersive experience in a mag-
nificent wine-growing region above the 
community of Rivaz, which has belonged 
to Christophe Chappuis’ family since 
1335, begins in the vineyard. It then 
continues in the excellent Auberge de 
Rivaz restaurant for a seasonal meal, and 
finishes with a guided wine tasting. This 
is a complete package and includes a 
gift pack of three bottles to take home.

 From vine to wine
... half a day well spent

This is a unique chance to accompany 
Lavaux winegrowers in their daily 
work in the vineyards or in the cellars, 
according to the season. It is also an 
opportunity to meet those who have 
perpetuated these traditions for nine 
centuries, all the while enjoying a light 
meal and a good glass of wine. Be 
sure to book two weeks in advance.

 Grape harvest at Le Daley
... when the time is right

For an enjoyable and original experi-
ence, take part in grape-picking for 
a day or more while enjoying a spec-
tacular view, and discover the estate’s 
excellent wines. From 16 September 
to 8 October, the Alain Chollet fam-
ily welcomes the grape harvesters 
for an experience that is both useful 
and one that you will remember!

 Truffle hunting
... during the truffle season, 
September to January

Calling all aficionados of what some 
call “black gold”: truffles are not only 
to be found in France and Italy, as the 
soil in the Yverdon-les-Bains region is 
highly suitable for this precious fun-
gus. There are many activities related 
to truffles taking place in the autumn.

10th Bonvillars Truffle Market 
Unique to Switzerland, this sociable event 
is for great connoisseurs and novices alike. 
Visitors can search for truffles with the 
help of dogs’ sense of smell, take part in 
competitions, discover exhibitions and, 
perhaps most importantly, enjoy tasting 
sessions. The “all truffle” food menus can 
be savoured either in the event’s superb 
setting – the Cour de Bonvillars – or 
in many of the region’s restaurants. 

  The unusual fresh truffle cheese fondue is served in horse-drawn 
carts, which tour the Bonvillars (AOC) vineyard every 45 minutes. 

SUMMER 2018 25

 Personalised wine  
tourism walks
... for every occasion

Seven extraordinary walks to discover 
Vaud’s vineyards can be downloaded 
on an app, which features quiz 
questions and even anecdotes to make 
the visit more fun and interesting.  

27 October 2018

Over 60 wine-tourism 
experiences are waiting 

to be discoverd in the 
canton of Vaud on 

myvaud.ch
App Vaud:Guide download:
appmobile.region-du-leman.ch



EXPERIENCE A CULINARY DISCOVERY

How did Lausanne à Table! come into being?
We wanted everybody to find out about our region’s 
wonderful culinary heritage, which uses local 
produce, so that we could better share it with them! 

What does Lausanne à Table! offer?
Our offering is very diverse: between April and 
December we organise walks involving food/drink 
tastings, table spreads in unusual locations, visits 
to food markets, cooking workshops and dozens 
of other activities, some of which are free. 

What about for visiting tourists?
We have a tonne of fun events that they can parti-
cipate in, like the Miam Festival (19-21 May), or the 
picnic we organise on 1 August. The programme is 
available on our website.

Which dishes define Lausanne?
There are too many! We are spoilt for choice, 
especially thanks to the superb street markets in 
Lausanne, which bring nature to our front door 
every Wednesday and Saturday morning.

IMAGINATION 
MEETS TALENT
Set up in 2012, Lausanne à Table! 
organises food events that set the scene 
for tasty and original experiences.  
We met with its company secretary,  
the energetic Elise Rabaey who 
overflows with enthusiasm and ideas.  
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Video 
Lausanne à table!
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Miam Festival
Picnic on  
1 August 

19.05 – 21.05 01.08

Over 80 culinary events on 
www.lausanneatable.ch

EXPERIENCE A CULINARY DISCOVERY

Which culinary ingredients would you recommend?
All the artisans who make the culinary products that 
end up on our menus deserve our recognition, but 
if I had to choose, I would recommend Lausanne’s 
wines, which have become quite remarkable. 

Other discoveries?
Perch is not the only fish from our shores that is worth 
trying. Whitefish and arctic char are also a great dis-
covery. In fact, we made a large soup with fish from 
Lake Geneva for the launch of Lausanne à Table! 
2018. Of course, we served this on the lake front!

What projects are in the pipeline?
The meal table is a real calling card for Lausanne, as we 
have in us the indulgence gene when it comes to food. 
But it is also important to promote healthy eating for 
children, and this is what we do in our workshops.

Any final idea or inspiration you can impart to us?
I dream of projects that unite cuisine and culture. I am 
particularly proud of La Grande Table des Lausannois, 
which we have organised in a variety of places, including 
at the bottom of the Mon-Repos swimming pool, and 
in the St-François church. I would also love to create 
a pop-up eating experience at the Art Brut museum. 
It’s great to explore one-off locations and to open 
up the mind about what it means to enjoy a meal.

“… between April and December, we organise walks 
involving food/drink tastings, table spreads in unusual 
locations, visits to food markets, cooking workshops and 
dozens of other activities, some of which are free.“
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AGENDA

—

Summer invites you on  
its merry-go-round of 
festivities!

EXPERIENCE THE EVENT

Tulip Festival 
31.03 – 06.05

MORGES

www.fetedelatulipe.ch

FestiMusiques
09.06 – 10.06

MOUDON

www.festival-moudon.ch

52nd Montreux 
Jazz Festival

29.06 – 14.07

MONTREUX

www.montreuxjazzfestival.com

47th Festival of La 
Cité Lausanne

10.07 – 15.07

LAUSANNE

www.festivalcite.ch

Caribana Festival
05.06 – 09.06

CRANS-PRÈS-CÉLIGNY

www.caribana.ch

Western Swiss 
Yodelling Festival

29.06 – 01.07

YVERDON-LES-BAINS

www.yverdon2018.ch

Climbing World 
Cup Villars

06.07 – 08.07

VILLARS-SUR-OLLON

www.villarsescalade.ch

Open Cellar 
Days in Vaud

19.05 – 20.05

CANTON OF VAUD

www.myvaud.ch

Avenches Opera
28.06 / 30.06 / 05.07 / 07.07

AVENCHES

www.avenchesopera.ch

Athletissima 2018
05.07

LAUSANNE

www.athletissima.ch

Villars Hiking 
Festival

22.06 – 24.06

VILLARS-SUR-OLLON

www.villarsrando.ch

slowUp Vallée 
de Joux

01.07

VALLÉE DE JOUX

www.slowup.ch

Paléo Festival
17.07 – 22.07

NYON

www.paleo.ch

Mega Steam 
Festival

10.05 – 13.05 / 19.05 – 21.05

BLONAY

www.blonay-chamby.ch
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To discover more events please 
consult our online agenda 

vaud-events.ch

2018 Wheat and 
Bread Festival 

15.08 – 26.08

ECHALLENS

www.echallens2018.ch

Avenches Tattoo
06.09 – 08.09

AVENCHES

www.avenchestattoo.ch

Lausanne 
Marathon 2018

28.10

LAUSANNE

www.lausanne-marathon.com

Rock Oz’Arènes
15.08 – 19.08

AVENCHES

www.rockozarenes.com

Le Livre sur 
les Quais

31.08 – 02.09

MORGES

www.lelivresurlesquais.ch

10th Bonvillars 
Truffles Market

27.10

BONVILLARS

www.marche-truffes-bonvillars.ch

Festival in the 
Land of Children

25.07 – 29.07

CHÂTEAU-D’ŒX

www.aupaysdesenfants.ch

Numerik Games
24.08 – 26.08

YVERDON-LES-BAINS

www.numerik-games.ch

Festival  
Vevey Images

08.09 – 30.09

VEVEY

www.images.ch

Sidewalk Artist 
Festival

24.08 – 26.08

VEVEY

www.artistesderue.ch

Mega Bernina 
Festival

08.09 – 09.09 / 15.09 – 
16.09 / 22.09 – 23.09

BLONAY

www.blonay-chamby.ch

SUMMER 2018 29 EXPERIENCE THE EVENT
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THE  
WINE       GROWERS' 
FESTIVAL 2019: 
A UNIQUE 
ADVENTURE
As part of UNESCO’s Intangible 
Cultural Heritage, Vevey’s 
Winegrowers’ Festival is the only one 
of its kind. The much anticipated 
event is to take place from 18 July 
until 11 August 2019 – its 12th edition 
in 200 years.

12th edition

5,000 performers

30 cows 

20,000 seated places 
per performance 

At least 18 performances

More information on 

www.fetedesvignerons.ch

VIVRE MAGAZINE30EXPERIENCE THE EVENT
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Guided tour of the arenas of 
the Winegrowers' Festival 2019



Interview with François 
Margot, Abbot President 
of the Winegrowers’ 
Festival

François Margot, what makes 
the Festival so special?
It is a huge and very popular theatrical 
and spectacular celebration. For three 
weeks running, thousands of people 
get together on Vevey’s market square 
to honour winegrowers and their work. 
This festival, which has existed for 
more than two centuries, is rooted 
in our heritage because it celebrates 
nature, enables the population to 
participate and is always a long time 
coming! It takes place once a gene-
ration i.e. roughly every 25 years.

Will being UNESCO listed add an extra 
dimension to the next edition in 2019?
Yes, twice over! Firstly, because 
the Lavaux vineyards were listed 
as a UNESCO World Heritage Site 
ten years ago now, but mostly 
because the Fête des Vignerons 
(Winegrowers’ Festival) itself is listed 
as Intangible Cultural Heritage.

The last festival, in 1999, had 
been modernised. Will you 
continue this trend?
Each of the past editions were very 
much rooted in their time; you realise 
this when visiting the Vintners’ 
Brother hood Museum, which explores 
the festival’s history. The language 
used in 1999 would no longer be 
appropriate in 2019. We wish to get 
away from the intellectual angle and 
reintroduce an emotional one. This 
goal has determined the choice of the 
next festival’s designer, Daniele Finzi 
Pasca, a creative and poetic artist.

How many people will be present at 
the Festival in 2019?
The arenas of the market square can 
seat up to 20,000 people for each of 
the 18 shows. Add to that number some 
6,000 artists, voluntary workers and 
organisers. Without counting visitors 
who will be more than welcome in 
Vevey to enjoy the atmosphere!
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MAP

The map enclosed is missing?

Order it online:  
www.lake-geneva-region.ch/brochures

By telephone:
+41 (0)21 613 26 26

Credits:

©Grand Tours Project, 2003-2016 Festival des musiques populaires de Moudon, 2013 Lionel Flusin/FFJM, Alain Candellero/Musée Blonay-Chamby, André 
Meier/Schweiz Tourismus, Anthony Anex, Arboretum, Atelier Mamco, Avenches Tourisme/Julien Schafer, Bertrand Francey, Bubbles Incorporated 087 studio, 
Caffe Bellini, carvelo2go, Centre d’initiation à l’horlogerie, Château de Prangins/Muma, Clair de Lune, claudejaccard.com, Cocooning biocosmetics, Confrérie 
des Vignerons de Vevey, Coopérative de l’Etivaz, cullycully, Darkroom Daze, David Carlier/davidcarlierphotography.com, David Schweizer, Davide Gostoli, 
Dylan Nicolier, Echallens Région Tourisme, Fabrice Wagner, FAR - Luca Carmagnola, Festival au Pays des Enfants/Mademoiselle Paillette, Festival Images, 
Fête du Blé et du Pain, Fête Romande des Yodleurs/Yverdon-les-Bains, François Melillo, Glacier 3000, Hélène Millasson, HP Siffert /weinweltfoto.ch, Imagina 
Studio, La Garenne, Laurent Ryser, Lausanne à table !/ Elise Heuberger, Le Livre sur les Quais, LT_www.diapo.ch, LT-Catherine Gailloud, LT/Urs Achermann, 
Marché aux truffes de Bonvillars, Marie Pugin, Matthias Lehmann, MaudeRion, Mobileo, Morges Région Tourisme, Nyon Région Tourisme, Olivier Fatzer, OTV, 
OVV/Gemma, Philippe Kiener, Pierre Descombes, Régis Colombo/www.diapo.ch, Reto Guntl, Sébastien Staub, sedrik nemeth, Studio Patrick Jantet, Valérie 
Bösiger, Vallée de Joux Tourisme, Vincent Bailly, Y-plage
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Aigle  
T. +41 (0)24 466 30 00  
www.aigle-tourisme.ch

Avenches 
T. +41 (0)26 676 99 22 
www.avenches.ch

Bex  
T. +41 (0)24 463 30 80 
www.villars-diablerets.ch

Château-d’Œx
T. +41 (0)26 924 25 25  
www.chateau-doex.ch

Chexbres 
T. +41 (0)848 86 84 84 
www.montreuxriviera.com 

Coppet  
T. +41 (0)22 960 87 00
www.nyon-tourisme.ch

Cully 
T. +41 (0)848 86 84 84  
www.montreuxriviera.com

Les Diablerets 
T. +41 (0)24 492 00 10 
www.villars-diablerets.ch

Echallens 
T. +41 (0)21 881 50 62 
www.echallens-tourisme.ch

Estavayer-le-Lac / Payerne 
T. +41 (0)26 662 66 70 
www.estavayer-payerne.ch

Grandson
T. +41 (0)24 445 60 60 
www.grandson-tourisme.ch

Gryon
T. +41 (0)24 498 00 00
www.villars-diablerets.ch

Lausanne
T. +41 (0)21 613 73 73 
www.lausanne-tourisme.ch

Leysin 
T. +41 (0)24 493 33 00
www.leysin.ch

Lutry 
T. +41 (0)21 791 47 65  
www.montreuxriviera.com

Montreux 
T. +41 (0)848 86 84 84 
www.montreuxriviera.com

Morges 
T. +41 (0)21 801 32 33  
www.morges-tourisme.ch

Les Mosses-La Lécherette 
T. +41 (0)24 491 14 66  
www.lesmosses.ch

Moudon Région 
T. +41 (0)21 905 88 66  
www.moudon-tourisme.ch 

Nyon 
T. +41 (0)22 365 66 00  
www.nyon-tourisme.ch 

Orbe 
T. +41 (0)24 442 92 37 
www.orbe-tourisme.ch

Rolle 
T. +41 (0)21 825 15 35  
www.tourisme-rolle.ch 

Romainmôtier 
T. +41 (0)24 453 38 28 
www.romainmotier-tourisme.ch

Rougemont 
T. +41 (0)26 925 11 66 
www.chateau-doex.ch 

St-Cergue 
T. +41 (0)22 360 13 14 
www.st-cergue-tourisme.ch 

Sainte-Croix / Les Rasses 
T. +41 (0)24 455 41 42
www.sainte-croix-les-rasses-tourisme.ch

Vallée de Joux 
T. +41 (0)21 845 17 77 
www.myvalleedejoux.ch

Vallorbe 
T. +41 (0)21 843 25 83 
www.vallorbe-tourisme.ch

Vevey 
T. +41 (0)848 86 84 84  
www.montreuxriviera.com

Villars-sur-Ollon 
T. +41 (0)24 495 32 32  
www.villars-diablerets.ch

Villeneuve 
T. +41 (0)848 86 84 84
www.montreuxriviera.com

Vully-les-Lacs
T. +41 (0)26 520 75 20
www.vully-les-lacs-tourisme.ch

Yverdon-les-Bains 
T. +41 (0)24 423 61 01 
www.yverdonlesbainsregion.ch

Yvonand-Menthue 
T. +41 (0)24 430 22 02 
www.yvonand-tourisme.ch

Local Tourism Offices
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OFFICE DU TOURISME 
DU CANTON DE VAUD
Avenue d’Ouchy 60
P.O. Box 1125
1001 Lausanne
Switzerland

Tel. +41 (0)21 613 26 26
info@lake-geneva-region.ch
www.lake-geneva-region.ch

Experience cycling
Pays de Vaud, 
a cycling paradise

Experience gourmet 
discoveries
Lausanne à Table!

Experience time
Celebrate the essence 
of time in the Vallée de 
Joux

Experience a rural 
adventure
The wonderful world 
of wheat and bread
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